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WANTED

Like millions of other Americans, Will
Eisner enjoyed listening to radio programs.
As a writer, he listened with perhaps a more
attentive ear than most. He once revealed
that he paced the seven-page Spirit stories
as if they were half-hour radio dramas.
Anthology shows such as Suspense, Inner
Sanctum, Mysterious Traveler, and
Adventures by Morse would weave an air of
adventure, a whiff of mystery every week,
and would often employ the convenient
trope of an ordinary, nearly invisible
person thrust into an extraordinary
situation.
It’s a trope that Eisner would also
effectively use from time to time.
Mortimer J. Titmouse, the protagonist
in “Wanted,” is one such nebbish.
“Nothing he ever did was of any importance to anyone… and… he
knew it!” Indeed, the hapless man is literally moved by the story’s omniscient narrator as
a pawn in someone else’s hand.
Another structural component Eisner often employed to good effect was the use of
heavy expository text on the first pages, allowing him to quickly set the stage for the tale
to come. By the time the reader reaches the bottom of page two in this story, Mortimer
Titmouse is a fully rounded character. (Part of the introduction’s effectiveness is due to
Abe Kanegson, whom Eisner called “the best letterer I ever had.”)
Will was at the height of his post-War creativity in 1947. He could have simply told
a touching story of a man who wants to be remembered for having done something
important; but he layers in other elements, such as a tongue-in-cheek meta-reference
warning to readers who are bored with the saturation of atomic bomb stories in popular
culture. (The fear of the atomic bomb became much more real after the Soviet Union
successfully tested their own nuclear bomb—code named “First Lightning”—two years
later, on August 29, 1949 at Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan.)
The cartoonist also brings in the Octopus, who by the time of this, his fourth
appearance in the series, is firmly established as the Spirit’s primary nemesis. The
Octopus is not the story’s protagonist, however. It’s more like a warm-up for the grenadethrower’s three-part epic that would culminate a month later in “Showdown with the
Octopus.”
Unlike the popular radio dramas that Will Eisner would sometimes listen to while
he inked The Spirit, “Wanted” doesn’t wrap up in a neat package so much as leave the
reader wondering if—or when—an atomic bomb will “reduce us to a smudge.”

